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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following could be installed to allow a home user
with one desktop computer to economically have Internet access
in every room in the house?
A. CAT5
B. CAT6
C. Fiber optic
D. Broadband over powerline
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2

Which two statements are true regarding rescue configurations?
(Choose two.)
A. Once saved, a rescue configuration is loaded using the
rollback 0 command.
B. A minimal rescue configuration is defined by default.
C. The rescue configuration must contain the minimal elements
necessary to restore network connectivity.
D. A rescue configuration must include a root password.
Answer: C,D
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Answer: C
Explanation:
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/13681213/what-is-the-differ
ence-between-amazon-sns-and-amazon-sqs
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/31484868/can-you-publish-amessage-to-an-sns-topic-using-an-aws-lambda-function-backed-by/
31485168

NEW QUESTION: 4
The Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) at a large
company tasks a security administrator to provide additional
validation for website customers. Which of the following should
the security administrator implement?
A. Captive portal
B. 802.1X
C. DNSSEC
D. HTTP
Answer: C
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